
 

The Bosphorus Energy Club 

 

Dear Authorized Sir /Madam 

I have been working at energy market since 2005. I began to work while studying in 

university. Because of the you can see who I am  and what were the my career stations 

on this path, with the CV as attached, I would like to mention what I am doing now, 

what are my targets for coming years and why I am interested with this project is called  

Young Leaders In Energy. 

I founded my company for passing to the service provider’s side at the market for 

offering my software project is called EPMpro. I can say it is the first start-up at Turkish 

energy market. With this project I took all energy market legislation to a web based 

software. All functions of EPMPro was prepared with considering companies’ 

operations process. I argue that energy legislation is not a stack of text just read. It 

must be analyzed. So this software offers an analyze platform for each user.  

From the earliest years of my business life, I continued on my way with an important 
goal.  It was awareness.  In this respect I think that a person, who works energy market, 
must be familiar all major points of energy market. In other words, he/she must have a 
general idea current situations. But every person must have specialties, at least one. 
Years have not changed my ideas. Another critical point is “interest”. It is also important 
as much as “information” for energy market specialities. On the other hand, 
unfortunately, in our country, work platforms compress individuals into tight patterns. 
As a result number of “officers” is increasing day by day instead of people who is 
producing, thinking and expressing own ideas. I am very unhappy with this reality. I 
always tried to keep away myself from this kind of patterns. I always research, learn, 
think, produce. I tried to show some outputs such as giving ceminars, writing books or 
blogging. I enjoyed the most at this kind of times.  
 

And now I am so interested in your project is called Young Leaders In Energy. 

Because, there are lots of issues to be discussed, to be analyzied, to be reported. So 

I think that your platform is useful for this.   

So why am I a helpful candidate for you. 

Firstly, I would like to mention “topic content”. World energy market agenda is always 

attracted for me, is always followed by me. It has dynamic conditions. So it is important 

that being able to analyse current situation after each change.  For this I have a general 

idea and know-how is on satisfied degree. Secondly, from “productivity” side I can be 

helpful too.  As you can see by my current job and what I did before, I have experience 

in project management process, I am with the ability writing academic and non-

academic articles. So I can ensure outputs such as reports, e-books etc. Finally I would 

like to add a few sentences about “speaking”. Sometimes verbal communication can 

be necessary. In such moments my job will be easer because of the my experience in 

public speaking and presentations.  



Until I talked about my view of points. Now I can definetly say that The Bosphorus 

Energy Club is attractive for me. Because it is a productive platform. Some of 

participants are a role model for all young specialists. If it will open its door with this 

project, Young Energy Leaders, I must apply for being a candidate.  

Now I am not only an entrepreneur but also a specialist energy consuming and energy 

legislation areas.  I will have one more book  about energy legislation within the next 5 

years. It is one of the my near future plans.  

World energy agenda is always full and it will be. Everytime there will be many issues 

to discuss. On the other hand, awareness and analyzing ability will be must for every 

specialist. From this point I must be a participant of The Bosphorus Energy Club. 

I would like to submit my applying for evaluating.  

 

Yours Sincerely,  

Figen Özer 

 


